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FLIGHTMAP 7.10 Release
FLIGHTMAP 7.10 is the next minor release of FLIGHTMAP. It focuses on new functionalities regarding
chart building and reporting as well as many other technical improvements.
Feature

Description

Exploded view in

When bubbles are grouped, it is now possible to click on a grouped bubble

bubble chart

to see the underlying projects or markets: Flightmap automatically sets a
filter to view the underlying projects in the bubble chart.

Figure 1: Bubbles grouped by portfolio (left-chart), click on a bubble results in
a view of the projects within the portfolio (right-chart)

Better use of

With the improvement of scenario analysis via compositions over the last

compositions

releases, more and more analyst are using compositions. Accordingly, the
use of compositions has been made easier by a ‘Copy’ function to copy the
composition including the links to the projects. In addition, advanced logic
has been implemented to easily read project data accumulated on the
composition page. This gives, for example, the ability to create a
‘Composition summary’ page that automatically inherits the elements of the
project summary. Accordingly, an even better comparison between and
reporting of compositions becomes possible.

Improved report

To standardize a periodic report or quickly create an often-used report, it is

presets

now possible in Flightmap 7.10 to create Report presets. This functionality
has now been further extended by, among others, also saving the filters
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added to a chart. An improved position of the graph on the PowerPoint slide
(including the legenda) and multiple user-interface improvements have also
been implemented.

Figure 2: Creating report presets

Other

•

improvements

Figure 3: Creating a report from the project page

The export of data pages has been improved; the Excel file now
contains the exact data of the page, including project-specific labels
and formatting.

•

Numbers are now right-aligned in tables (both data-entry pages and
lists), for more easy reading over rows and columns.

•

Improved error messages for upload, Flightmap now gives an
overview of the projects and exact values that could not be
imported, along with an explanation.
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